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cules or building a habitat. From obser-
vations of other successful social online
games such as Farmville and Restaurant
City, a common element of these games
is having eye-catching and cartoonish
characters, and interesting animations
for all activities. This will create a fun, ed-
ucational, and rewarding environment. 
The player needs to accumulate
points in order to be awarded special
items needed for advancing to higher
levels. Trophies will be awarded to the
player when certain goals are reached or
tasks are completed. In order to acquire
some special items needed for advance-
ment in the game, the player will need
to visit his/her neighboring towns to dis-
cover the items. This is the social aspect
of the game that requires the player to
go out of his/her own establishment to
explore what is in the neighborhood.
Spaceville will take advantage of Face-
book’s successful architecture to inspire
a new audience of scientists and engi-
neers for the future. 
This work was done by Ben Lui and Bar-
bara Milner of Goddard Space Flight Center,
Dan Binebrink of SGT Inc., and Heng Kuok of
Sigma Space Corp. Further information is con-
tained in a TSP (see page 1). GSC-16214-1
 Health management (HM) in any
engineering systems requires adequate
understanding about the system’s func-
tioning; a sufficient amount of moni-
tored data; the capability to extract, an-
alyze, and collate information; and the
capability to combine understanding
and information for HM-related esti-
mation and decision-making. Rotor-
craft systems are, in general, highly
complex. Obtaining adequate under-
standing about functioning of such sys-
tems is quite difficult, because of the
proprietary (restricted access) nature
of their designs and dynamic models.
Develop ment of an EIM (exact inverse
map) solution for rotorcraft requires a
process that can overcome the above-
mentioned difficulties and maximally
utilize monitored information for HM
facilitation via employing advanced an-
alytic techniques.
The goal was to develop a versatile
HM solution for rotorcraft for facilita-
tion of the Condition Based Main -
tenance Plus (CBM+) capabilities. The
effort was geared towards developing an-
alytic and reasoning techniques, and
proving the ability to embed the re-
quired capabilities on a rotorcraft plat-
form, paving the way for implementing
the solution on an aircraft-level system
for consolidation and reporting.
The solution for rotorcraft can he
used offboard or embedded directly
onto a rotorcraft system. The envisioned
solution utilizes available monitored and
archived data for real-time fault detec-
tion and identification, failure precursor
identification, and offline fault detec-
tion and diagnostics, health condition
forecasting, optimal guided trou-
bleshooting, and maintenance decision
support. A variant of the onboard ver-
sion is a self-contained hardware and
software (HW+SW) package that can be
embedded on rotorcraft systems. 
The HM solution comprises compo-
nents that gather/ingest data and informa-
tion, perform information/feature extrac-
tion, analyze information in conjunction
with the dependency/diagnostic model of
the target system, facilitate optimal guided
troubleshooting, and offer decision sup-
port for optimal maintenance.
This work was done by Deepak Haste, Mo-
hammad Azam, Sudipto Ghoshal, and James
Monte of Qualtech Systems for Glenn Research
Center. Further information is contained in a
TSP (see page 1).
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This innovation is a variation of a
simulated-annealing optimization algo-
rithm that uses a recursive-branching
structure to parallelize the search of a
parameter space for the globally opti-
mal solution to an objective. The algo-
rithm has been demonstrated to be
more effective at searching a parameter
space than traditional simulated-an-
nealing methods for a particular prob-
lem of interest, and it can readily be ap-
plied to a wide variety of optimization
problems, including those with a pa-
rameter space having both discrete-
value parameters (combinatorial) and
continuous-variable parameters. It can
take the place of a conventional simu-
lated-annealing, Monte-Carlo, or ran-
dom-walk algorithm.
In a conventional simulated-anneal-
ing (SA) algorithm, a starting configura-
tion is randomly selected within the pa-
rameter space. The algorithm randomly
selects another configuration from the
parameter space and evaluates the ob-
jective function for that configuration. If
the objective function value is better
than the previous value, the new config-
uration is adopted as the new point of
interest in the parameter space. If the
objective function value is worse than
the previous value, the new configura-
tion may be adopted, with a probability
determined by a temperature parame-
ter, used in analogy to annealing in met-
als. As the optimization continues, the
region of the parameter space from
which new configurations can be se-
lected shrinks, and in conjunction with
lowering the annealing temperature
(and thus lowering the probability for
adopting configurations in parameter
space with worse objective functions),
the algorithm can converge on the glob-
ally optimal configuration.
The Recursive Branching Simulated
Annealing (RBSA) algorithm shares some
features with the SA algorithm, notably in-
Recursive Branching Simulated Annealing Algorithm
The algorithm can be applied to a wide variety of optimization problems.
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